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1. Introdadon 
A point p in @X is called a remote point sf type I if the correspondinig z-ultrafilter 
AP on X contains no closure of a discrete set. A point p of PX is called a remote point 
of type II if the corresponding z-ultrafilter AP contains no nowhere dense set. In a 
metric space without isolated points, it is well-known that both types aKe equivalent. 
Fine and Gillman [4] showed the existence of a remote point of /3R using the 
continuum Hypothesis (CH). The purpose of this paper is to show that the existence 
of a remote point is independent from the CH for a class of spaces which includes 
metric spaces. Some of our results about remote points have been discovered 
independently b van Douwen [3]. He proved that if X is a nonpseudocompact spice 
with a countable pseudobase ( .g. X is a non-compact separable metric spa=), Wn 
there exists a remote point of type II. 
2. T&e main results 
A topological space X is called a G-space if for any open subspace U of X and for 
any n in N there corresponds a family C of non-empty closed sets in U with the 
’ The authors wish to thank Prof. Leonard Gillman for his suggestion of the problem and encouragement. 
This paper is based on, in part, the second authors’s B.A. Thesis directed by the East author. An abstract of 
this work which we submitted for the January meeting in St. Louis was received by Editorial Dept., 
Notices, AMS, Nov. $1976 after the Nov. 3rd deadline; it was resubmitted for Atlanta Meeting of AMS, 
1978 (See Notices, AMS, v. 26, A-123). 
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a-intersection property such that every dense open set in U contains aset in C In [4] 
it was shown that if X is a nonpseudccompact completely regular space with no more 
than N1 dense open sets, then X is a G-space. We will prove later that every metric 
space is a G-space. It is easy to see that if X is a G-space, then every open subspace 
and its closure are also G-spaces. 
Let 8 be the ring of closed sets in, a completely regular space X. 
-rem 1. If X is a nonpseudocoihmpact G-space, then X admits at least 2” free 
&ltrafilt&rs, no member of which is tlr::lwhere d nse. In particular, if Xis also a normal 
space, then PXcontains at least 2’ rtvnote points of type II. 
%oof. $ince X is not pseudocompact, there is a discrete countable family 
(G&2,... ) of nonempty open sets in X. For each n, there is a family F, of closed 
sets in e,, zith the n-intersection property such that every dense open subset of & 
contains aset from Fn. Consider the collection F of all closed sets of the form Uc=kB” 
where Bn E Fn and k E N. Since &s axe locally finite, each member of F is close& It 
is clear that F satisfies the finite intersixtion properly. Moreover, F is free. Let K be 
a closed nowhere dense subset of X, md let H = X - K. Then H is a dense open set of 
X and hence HA 6” becomes a den= open set in o,,. Thus H n e,, contains aset B,, 
inF,.IfwesetA=uB~,thenAEH;;“andAcH.ThisshowsthatAnK=0,and 
hence K cannot belong to any free &ultrafilter containing F. 
We now count the number of such filters using the fact that there are 2” free 
ultrafilters on N. Consider Al, AZ, I . . , A, in F. Let m be the smallest natural 
numbersuchthat~~nAi#0fori=1,2,...,n.Thenforkpm,~~nAlaF~.Let 
M=max(m,n}.Thenfork~Mand.i=1,2,...,n,wehave~~nA~~F~.SinceFk 
has the k-intersection property and k ~2, we have Al nA2 n* l l nA, n & Z Ib, 
andhenceAinA2n*** A A,, contains aclosed set of the form L = &-A Lk, where 
Lk is a closed SUbset of & I&t a be a free ultrafilter 
and x E a}. Tiien %a satisfies the finite intersection property 
since a is an ultrafilter. Thus for e&i A in *a and L described above we have 
A nL ZB lxxause each member oi g is an infinite set. Therefore Fu Q& is a 
collection of closed seti with the @tc intersection property and hence is contained in 
a free &ltrafilter. If a and 48 are 18inct free ultrafilters on N, there exist x E ar and 
y E /3 such that n n y = 0.‘lhs the md-ttesponding %= and %# cannot be contained in 
the same free &ultrafilter. This skews that F is contained in at least 2’ free 
$0ultraglters all of which contain .UU nowhere dense sets. 
The last part of the theorem is obvious. 
Theorem 2. LetXbe a G-space and /ti?t I be the set of all isolated points in X. If the set 
K = C&(X-- clx I) is nonpseudoc4mq1act, henXadmit;r at least 2”free‘&ultrafilters, 
no mmber of which is the closure q~ %g discrete set. In particular, if X is also a normal 
spat>* then /3X admits at least 2’ rwmtote pin& of type I. 
Proof. Since X is a G-@ace, so is K. 1if K is not pseudocompact, then by Theorem 1, 
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there exists a free &ultrafilter $ on K, no member of which is nowhere dense. Let 8’ 
be the free &ultrafilter on X which is the unique extension of 3 to X Let D be a 
discrete subset of X 
Note that 
ClxD=Clx(DnK)uClx(D-K)c.Clx(DnK)uClxI; 
0 * KnClxDcClx(DnK)u(KnClxI). 
Since K has no isolated points, Cl&D n K) = Cl&D baK) is nowhere dense in K. 
Also K nClx 2 is nowhere dense in K because X-Cl* I is 3 dense open set in K. 
Therefore, K nClx D is nowhere dense in K by the inclusion relation (*)* Hence 
K n Clx D cannot be in the ultrafilter 8, and consequently Clx D does r;rot belong to 
3’. This shows that 3’ is a free &ultraflltet containing no closure of a discrete set. 
3. !Some G-spaces 
The purpose of this section is to proye that every metric space is a G-space. Instead 
of showing this directly, we introduce ageneralized metric space which is a G-space. 
We need the following eneralization ofa base. A family B of nonempty open sets in 
X is called a pseudo6ase for .X if for every nonempty open set U in X there is a set V 
in B such that Vc U 
Theorem 3. A regular space X with a o-locally finite pseudobase is a G-space. 
particular, every metric space is a G-space. 
In 
Proof. Let B = UB,, be a a-locally finite pseudobase ofopen sets. ‘Ihere is no loss of 
generality in assuming B,,-l c B,,. Let U be a nonempty open subset of X Since X is 
regular, there exist n EN and V E B,, such that if c U Let # [U) be the first such 
number corresponding toU. Denote F1( U) = u( V : YE Brtvj and v c U}. men 
Pi(U) is a nonempty closed subset of X since Brtv) is locally finite, and clearly 
Fi( U) c U. Inductively, we define 
F&J)=U(Fn-1(Un V): VEB~(~) and Un V#$}UF,_~(U). 
Then each F’(U) is ck>sed in X and F,,(U) c U Now for each n and for any 
nonempty open set ki in X, let 
g,,(H) = {F”(U n H): U is dense open in X}. 
We show that B,(H) has the n-intersection property. We prove this claim by 
induction. let Ua, Uz, . . . , V, be dense open sets in X. For n = 1, it is clear that 
Fl(U1 n H) # 0. Suppose that the statement istrue for n - 1. We m,ay assume that 
#(UlnH)<#(UinH), i=2,...,n ’ 
(if necessary, by reordering the! Ud’s). Then B+(xJznm c BI(uin~. By definition 
there exists a set V in BI(uIn~j such that 
QcF~(U~nH)cF,(nE:JlnH)c UlnH. 
Hence Vc H and Vn H is a nonempty open set in X From the induction 
hypothesis, we have 
. ’ 
L= Fn_r(U2n Vn H):n l nF,&J,nVnH)#0 
and LcF,_#linVnH),i=‘iil ,..., n; also Lc V. Since V~B+(u,n~~, we’hqve 
Fn_a(UI n VnH) c Fn(UI n H:ii from the definition of F,( l ). Furthermore, L c 
Fn( Ua n H) since L c K Therefore, L c Fn( Ul n H) n l l l n &(Un n H), showing 
that this intersection k nonemp&y. Therefore X is a %-space. . 
Theorem 4* Let I be the set of aM’ isolated points of a metric space M. l’%ea there exists 
a remote point in PM if and onl’ if C~M(M-CIM I) is noncompact. 
- 
The work of van Douwen [3],31% much more broad and encompassing than our own, 
but for the restricted purpose 011 constructing rehote points, our argument is much 
more simple and accessible. In %ght of our results, many theorems appearing in van 
Douwen [33 can be further g;eneralized by replacing a space with a countable 
pseudobase with a G-space or a space with a a-locally finite pseudobase. For an 
extensive bibliography on remote points we refer the interested reader to [3]. 
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